We demonstrate that automatic layered inversion of plane-wave electromagnetic data can be carried out by modifying standard least-squares inversion schemes. The modifications include a logarithmic reparameterization of the unknown model parameters, whereby all layer parameters are forced to remain within given bounds. However, the most important modification to help the optimization process find the best model and to avoid local minima is to split the data into several subbands, starting from the highest frequencies. By this stripping procedure, the shallower part of the model becomes well estimated first. As more data are introduced, more layers may be required to improve the data fit.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic inversion of magnetotelluric (MT) data using plane-layered models has been attempted before. The most commonly used algorithms are those of Constable et al. (1987) and Smith and Booker (1988) , who use a smooth-layer model, and the Fischer scheme (Fischer et al., 1981) , which constructs models with a small number of layers.
Smooth-layer inversion has become very popular because it works automatically and because the inverse problem is regu- larized in a systematic way. However, we can argue that realearth conductivity structures, especially in sedimentary environments, often are layered with rather well-defined resistivities that can be well differentiated from the resistivities of neighboring formations, even though each formation may show variations on a variety of scales. As evidenced from many borehole investigations, electrical resistivity often varies abruptly from one formation to the next, so a description of the real world in terms of smooth models is not quite appropriate.
Smooth models fit the data as well as models with a few distinct layers. However, smooth models tend to smear layer thicknesses as well as layer resistivities-in particular, layers with high resistivities become more conductive than they really are.
The present algorithm for automatic inversion of MT data is aimed especially for inverting the large amounts of data acquired in shallow investigations such as environmental studies, where hundreds or even thousands of soundings must be processed in a routine manner. For such large data sets, 2-D or 3-D models become prohibitive, and 1-D models fit to a suitable scalar property of the impedance tensor may be quite sufficient for achieving an overview of the resistivity-depth distribution in the prospected area. Pedersen and Rasmussen (1989) provide some of the background for the technique used in our approach. We must minimize the objective function Q, defined as the weighted sum of squares of misfit divided by the number of degrees of freedom (the number of data points minus the number of model parameters):
THE MODEL
where s 2 n denotes an estimate of the standard error on measurement number n. The total number of data points is N, and the number of model parameters is M. Note that Q is normalized by N − M. As M is increased by 2 when adding an extra layer, Q will start to increase when the improvement in data fit is insignificant. The inverse problem is nonlinear, and we must be very conservative when constructing initial models. Even robust schemes like the one presented here do not always guarantee that a global minimum has been found. The only way to secure this is to apply a systematic search in parameter space. However, we hope to convince the reader that for most near-surface studies the present conservative approach offers a powerful step toward automatic processing.
We are conservative in several ways. 1) Logarithmic model parameters prevent thicknesses and resistivities from becoming negative. 2) Changes in logarithmic parameters can easily be constrained to be less than a small threshold, preventing them from becoming too big. The number of iterations will increase. However, with modern PCs calculational time is not a problem, as is demonstrated later.
3) The singular value decomposition is a very powerful way of distinguishing between well-resolved and badly resolved linear combinations of model parameters. For a given number of layers, models that give a better data fit can be constructed with truncation of eigenvectors belonging to the least resolved combinations. As the iteration process advances, those eigenvectors can be activated one by one. 4) The key to finding models that are steadily giving improved fits without being trapped in local minima is to construct automatically such initial models that-for a given number of layers-already fit the data well. Our method for doing so is described below.
Finding initial models
The initial model is found directly from the data. The inversion starts with a uniform half-space with a log(resistivity) calculated as the mean of the log(apparent resistivity) for the data considered. After having found the best fitting uniform halfspace, this half-space is used for defining a new initial model with two layers. The layer boundary is chosen to be midway between the maximum and minimum values of z * in a logarithmic sense, where z * is the real part of Weidelt's inductive scale length, equal to the vertical center of mass of the in-phase current system (Weidelt, 1972) . The best fitting two-layer model is subsequently used as the initial model with three layers. The thickness of the extra layer (layer two) is taken to be one-third the maximum of z * in logarithmic units. This process can be repeated as many times as needed for calculating a best fitting m-layer model. Note that the lower half-space is subdivided into two layers, because the layers above are already well constrained by the data.
The addition of layers is stopped when convergence is attained, i.e., when an extra layer does not significantly improve data fit. The objective function Q, defined by equation (1), starts to increase, or the previous best fitting model becomes uncertain, i.e., has excessively large error bars. This procedure ensures that data fit with an extra layer is always better than or equal to the previous best fitting model without the extra layer because the previous best fitting m-layered model has exactly the same resistivity depth distribution as the new initial (m + 1)-layered model.
For a given number of layers, convergence of the iterational process to improve the fit is reinforced by initially having the number of degrees of freedom (the number of eigenvalues in the singular value decomposition of the Jacobian matrix) equal that of the previous m-layered model, 2m − 1, and incrementing the number in steps of two to the maximum number of degrees of freedom of the present model, or 2m + 1.
Finding the final model
The final model gives a best fit to the data in a weighted leastsquares sense, with estimated standard errors as weights. Error floors are imposed to avoid fitting to data with unrealistically small errors as are sometimes found in real MT data. The final model is the simplest possible model in the sense that there exists no other model with fewer layers that will minimize the objective function. Provided that the nonlinear inverse problem is properly solved and local minima are avoided, the above solution is unique. The data fit can be compared easily with the best possible fit of any layered model, calculated from, for example, the D+ solution of Parker and Whaler (1981) , to ensure the data do not contain parts that should be explained by a layered model.
As we shall see later, it often happens that adding an extra layer in the final part of the construction process leads to estimates of model standard deviations that are so big that the models become useless. In such cases we postulate that extra layers will lead to further increasing model standard deviations. (This would be entirely true if the inverse problem had been linear.) Again, since the inverse problem is nonlinear, we cannot rule out that in some cases this may not happen.
In this scheme there are two ways to reach the final model. In the first, if an additional layer does not significantly improve the data fit, the previous best fitting model without the extra layer is the final model. In the second, the addition of an extra layer leads to one eigenvalue being below a given threshold corresponding to model parameter standard deviations that are too large to be of practical use, while data fit improves significantly. An added layer increases the number of degrees of freedom in model space by two. One degree of freedom is used for improving data fit; the other is associated with a small eigenvalue lying below the given threshold, whereby only one generalized parameter becomes well resolved. Often the corresponding eigenvector is dominated by two components, log(thickness) and log(resistivity) of the extra layer, which then leads to a significant improvement of data fit but whose thickness and resistivity cannot be determined individually. The conductance (the thickness times the inverse resistivity) is generally well determined.
Thus, the final model consists of layers whose individual resistivities and thicknesses are relatively well constrained by the data or consists of a well-determined part except for one layer with a well-constrained conductance, much like a D+ spike (a thin conducting layer).
Stripping the earth from top to bottom
The procedure may lead to a local minimum when increasing the number of layers by one with a corresponding model containing an excessively thin layer. Because a thin layer cannot be resolved by electromagnetic (EM) techniques, one or two eigenvalues become excessively small and the iterational procedure stops.
We have found a very simple way to circumvent this problem, much like the one used in the Fischer scheme (Fischer et al., 1981) . We divide the total frequency band into a small number of subbands, starting with the high-frequency band, i.e., trying to resolve the upper part of the model. When a best fitting model has been found in the way described above, we add the next band to the data set, using the previous best fitting model as a starting model. In this way we avoid changes in the shallower part of the model, since we hope layers there are already well resolved, and improve the data fit by changing the model at ever deeper levels as we include more and more low-frequency data. In practice we have found that the optimal bandwidth for these subbands depends strongly on data quality. The smaller the data errors, the smaller the bandwidth. If data errors are on the 1% level and the structure is reasonably complicated, a bandwidth of one octave (a factor of two) seems to be required to produce optimal fitting of data.
Reparameterization of model parameters
In some cases the present approach introduces layers that, during the iteration process, become extremely thin with very small resistivities. We therefore introduce a new approach that forces all resistivities and thicknesses to stay within predefined limits. Let the resistivities and thicknesses be denoted by ρ m and δ m , respectively. Then the parameterization
will ensure that all model parameters fall within their bounds ρ min < ρ m < ρ max and δ min < δ m < δ max . In principle these bounds can depend on depth; but for shallow studies covering the upper few hundred meters of the earth's crust, we have found it unnecessary to implement that. In practice the bounds should not be chosen too close to the true range of parameters; in such cases the bounds may impede the convergence to a global minimum.
SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLES
In all the following synthetic data examples, we assume that data in the form of log(apparent resistivity) and phase are given in the frequency interval 250 kHz to 333 Hz with 8 points per decade, much in accordance with modern data acquisition parameters. Unless otherwise stated, all data have errors of 1% on impedance elements (i.e., 2% on apparent resistivity) and 0.55
• on the phase of the corresponding impedance element.
Ideal case: layer thicknesses increase and resistivities decrease exponentially with depth
Consider a case where resistivity decreases from 100 ohm-m to 1 ohm-m in five layers starting at 4, 12, 28, and 60 m depth, i.e., thicknesses of 4, 8, 16, and 32 m and resistivities of 100, 30, 10, and 3 ohm-m overlying a homogeneous half-space of 1 ohm-m. Synthetic data in the frequency interval 250-333 Hz are shown in Figure 1 , with the corresponding fit for the best homogeneous half-space, the best two-layer model, the best five-layered model, and the best fitting models themselves.
This class of resistivity distribution with depth is ideal for EM methods in general and for the MT method in particular. A common belief is that EM methods are good at finding the depth to good conductors. Starting at the surface, the first conductor is the 30-ohm-m layer at 4 m depth. Seen from the top of that layer, the next good conductor is the 10-ohm-m layer at 12 m depth, etc. The best fitting half-space is that which has the same logarithmic resistivity as the average measured apparent FIG. 1. Ideal case with 1% Gaussian noise; resistivities decrease and thicknesses increase with depth. (a) Fit to apparent resistivity for best fitting homogeneous half-space, two-layer, three-layer, four-layer, and five-layer models. (b) Fit to phase. (c) Best fitting models from homogeneous half-space to five layers. resistivity. The best fitting two-layer model has a first layer with a thickness close to the thickness of the first two layers of the true model and a resistivity close to the average of the true resistivities of those layers. The best fitting three-and four-layer models fit the data quite well except for the lowest frequencies from 300 to 500 Hz, and the models correspondingly are quite close to the true model in the upper 60 m. The best fitting five-layer model fits the data to within their error bars, in the sense that the normalized objective function Q is equal to 0.80, which is well below unity. It decreases from 1010 to 74 to 5.8 to 1.5 as the number of layers increases from one to four.
The fit for the best fitting four-layer case is just slightly above the threshold of one. Had data errors been slightly larger than the 1% level, there would be no chance of detecting the fifth layer. This phenomenon reappears as the synthetic models become more complicated. It should be no surprise that the finer details of a given model can be very hard to estimate from the data because nonlinear effects play an increasingly larger role. On the other hand it is only by explaining the subtle features of a given data set that finer details in the model are resolved. Ultimately, this means that data quality should be given the highest priority, and that our models-whether they are one, two, or three dimensional-should attempt to explain the data to within their random errors.
A resistor embedded in conductors
Consider the same model as before, except the 32-m-thick fourth layer with a resistivity of 3 ohm-m is given a resistivity of 100 ohm-m. The result is shown in Figure 2 . Not surprisingly, because of the small conductance of the fourth layer compared to the surrounding layers, it becomes difficult to resolve it by the MT method. Basically, a three-layer model with resistivities 72, 15, and 1 ohm-m gives the best fit. On the other hand the fit to the apparent resistivity and phase is not satisfactory on the 1% level, especially at midfrequencies around 10 000 Hz. We must therefore conclude that the algorithm does not deliver a model that extracts all the available information from the data.
We have therefore simply but very effectively adjusted our initial philosophy in that we divide the data into several parts (subbands), i.e., stripping the earth from top to bottom by fitting the high-frequency data first and gradually including more low-frequency data. A frequency bandwidth of one decade is an appropriate width for each subband; we can even make it smaller (but not much larger) to improve convergence. The result of the inversion is shown in Figure 3 . In the beginning only the first decade of data is considered. The best fitting half-space has a phase of 45
• . Since the fit is bad, two more layers must be added to get a satisfactory fit. Thereafter, the second part of the data is included to a best fitting four-layer model with an important conductor as its third layer. However, the objective function Q is still greater than unity, and a fifth layer is required to satisfy the data between 3000 and 5000 Hz. Finally, the remaining third part of the data is included to further constrain the deeper part of the model, and an extra layer is not needed.
In the following we see the effect of adding more Gaussian noise to the data. In the first example we have added 4% noise to the impedance. The result is shown in Figure 4 . Only four layers are required to bring the objective function below unity. The resulting model recovers well the depth to the deeper conductor. However, the deep resistor is badly resolved, and the two intermediate conductors are merged into a single unit. Thus, the basic features of the model are preserved on the 4% noise level.
Adding still more noise to the data gradually leads to a further degradation of resolution. Figure 5 shows the results of Figure 1 except that the fourth layer is resistive. (a) Fit to apparent resistivity for best fitting homogeneous half-space to five-layer models. (b) Fit to phase. (c) Best fitting models from homogeneous half-space to five layers. Notice that best fitting three-, four-, and five-layer models are nearly indistinguishable. adding 10% Gaussian noise to the data. We now only resolve three layers, and the three middle layers have been merged into one layer with a resistivity around 15 ohm-m. With the first two-thirds of the data included, a two-layer model is required. Figure 2 , but data are split in three parts. Vertical lines in (a) and (b) at 33 and 3.3 kHz indicate the limits of the data split. Best fitting uniform half-space, two-layer, and three-layer models refer to the frequency range 250-33 kHz. Best fitting four-layer model refers to the frequency range 250-3.3 kHz. Best fitting five-layer model refers to the frequency range 250-0.33 kHz.
FIG. 2. Ideal case with resistor and 1% Gaussian noise. Same model as in

FIG. 3. Ideal case with resistor and 1% Gaussian noise. Same model as in
The last third of the data requires a third deep conductor to be included to explain the phase data at the lowest frequencies, which are particularly sensitive to conductors.
RESOLUTION STUDIES
The previous examples showed the detailed course of the construction of steadily improved models to a particular data set with a goal to explain the logic of the algorithm. We now FIG. 4. Ideal case with resistor and 4% Gaussian noise; same as in Figure 3 . study a number of cases with regard to resolving structures with given resistivities but varying thicknesses of the individual layers. This will give an impression of the resolution power of high-frequency, high-quality (1% noise) MT data with particular reference to environmental studies in sedimentary surroundings. In all of the following cases, we define model bounds to be a factor two below or above the known parameter bounds.
FIG.
5. Ideal case with resistor and 10% Gaussian noise: same as in Figure 3 , but best fitting homogeneous half-space and two-layer models refer to the range 250-33 kHz, best fitting three-layer model to 250-3.3 kHz, and best fitting four-layer model to 250-0.33 kHz.
A four-layer sequence of resistor-conductor-resistor-conductor
We present the results of inversion for this rather complicated model to underline the importance of data errors on the resolution of the estimated models. In the reference model all layers are 20 m thick. The resistivities are 100 and 10 ohm-m for the resistor and conductor, respectively. We then vary all thicknesses from 4 to 32 m with 8 points per octave. The resulting true models are shown in Figure 6 . The results of inversion for varying data noise (1%, 2%, and 8%) and varying degree of splitting up the data are presented in the following sections.
High-quality data with 1% noise.-The effect of splitting up the data into a number of subsets, i.e., stripping the earth from top to bottom, is seen in Figure 7 . If the whole data set is inverted in one step, the procedure has difficulties in exploring the highly nonlinear part of model space related to the fine structure in the true model. The result is that the data in some of the models are not fit to within the 1% level and the derived models are too simple often, with three layers instead of the four layers that are really there. The upper resistor is well constrained, but the finer details deeper down are smeared out. The situation can be improved by splitting the data into two parts (Figure 7b ). Now the data fit is generally improved but still not entirely satisfactory, but we begin to see fine structures in the middle part. By splitting the data into three parts, we get data fits that are close to optimal (Figure 7c ). Only for a few models is the objective function larger than one, and we increasingly see more details in the derived models. Notice that the parameterization defined in equation (2) starts to become effective in Figures 7b and 7c . Thin, conductive layers are often introduced; but without the constraints, they would have been even thinner and more conductive.
Intermediate-quality data with 2% noise.- Figure 8 shows only the results corresponding to the case when the data are split into three parts. Most of the models satisfy the data to within the 2% error level. The upper resistor is again well resolved; but the deeper layers become diffuse, although they can still be resolved, generally speaking. Low-quality data with 8% noise.-When the data are inverted all together, we still do not fit the data to within their statistical errors. When they are split into three parts, we obtain a good fit for all models, as shown in Figure 9 . The models generally resolve the upper resistor well, but we nearly lose all details below that layer and we effectively have a two-layer model with a resistor overlying a conductive half-space. We are entirely missing the fine structure of the conductor-resistorconductor complex at depth and are replacing it by a single conductor.
Comparison with Occam inversion
To emphasize the difference between Occam inversion and the present approach, we ran the data example above with 1% noise using the standard Occam code found in the Geotools package. The result is shown in Figure 10 . Compared with Figure 7c , the Occam procedure was able in all cases to produce rms data fits on the 1% level in just a few iterations. This is better than our approach, which in a few cases does not achieve that goal. The reason is that Occam inversion is far less nonlinear than the present approach, where both layer thicknesses and resistivities are allowed to vary.
There are several important differences in the resulting models. The upper resistive layer is very well reproduced with the present approach. Occam inversion tends to produce oscillatory resistivities at the depth level of the first layer, starting with a slightly smaller than true resistivity before it produces a large overshoot and a smooth transition to the conducting a) b) FIG. 8 . Resolution studies for resistor-conductor-resistorconductor sequence. Estimated models with 2% Gaussian noise. Data split in three parts. Q-factor denotes objective function defined by equation (1). second layer. This second layer is also well reproduced in the present approach as long as it is thick. When it becomes thin, there is a tendency to replace it by a better conducting and even thinner layer. Occam inversion produces a thinner and more conductive layer than the true layer parameters.
The largest difference between the two approaches is seen in the resistive third layer. Occam inversion in nearly all cases produces images that seem to indicate a much larger thickness and correspondingly much smaller resistivity than the true a) b) FIG. 9 . Resolution studies for resistor-conductor-resistorconductor sequence. Estimated models with 8% Gaussian noise. Data split in three parts. Q-factor denotes objective function defined by equation (1).
FIG. 10.
Resolution studies for resistor-conductor-resistorconductor sequence. Occam inversion with 1% Gaussian noise. layer parameters, whereas our approach produces results that are much closer to the true model.
We also ran an Occam simulation with 8% Gaussian noise like the case shown in Figure 9 . The results are very similar in resolving the upper layer, but a little more structure is introduced into the deeper parts of the model.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
One-dimensional inversion of MT data using a simple planelayered model has been attempted many times, as mentioned in the introduction. In the present realization where singularvalue decomposition is combined with other robust measures against divergence, such as stripping the earth and using logarithmic parameters with bounds, we have attempted to achieve two goals: (1) automatic fitting of data to within their random errors and (2) automatic retrieval of the simplest layered model, i.e., with the fewest layers.
The ability of our procedure to successfully fit the data depends to some degree on how each data set is subdivided into parts. For data with low quality from a reasonably complicated earth model, each part should have a bandwidth of approximately one decade. High-quality data should be divided into more parts covering a bandwidth of approximately one octave so the highly nonlinear features of the model can be well resolved during the construction process.
Use of the reparameterization given by equation (2) in certain cases helps prevent the model from becoming trapped in local minima characterized by thin, conductive features. On the other hand, the bounds should not be too strong. In such cases the constraints may act as barriers for reaching the global minimum. In practice the bounds should be at least a factor of two larger or smaller than the true extreme resistivities.
Closely connected with the ability to fit the data to within their error bars is the resolution power of noise-contaminated data. If the earth structure is reasonably complicated with sequences of resistors and conductors, high-quality data becomes very important. If, on the other hand, the resistivity drops steadily with depth, this requirement becomes less important, and good resolution can be achieved even with rather poor data.
The ability of the present approach to stop adding more layers to improve data fit is closely related to the use of the singular value decomposition algorithm, whereby the maximum number of layers can be identified clearly by the occurrence of very small eigenvalues. When this happens, no more layers are introduced until eventually, during the stage of adding more and more data to be inverted, the smallest eigenvalue exceeds a threshold set by the user. The value of this threshold determines to some extent the degree to which the model can fit details in the data. Therefore, with small data errors of, say, 1%, the threshold should lie in the range 0.01-0.1 according to our experience. If the threshold is larger, there is a greater chance that the inversion will miss such details. On the other hand if the threshold is smaller than 0.01, there is an increased chance of introducing thin layers that stay thin when more data are added during the stripping process. The choice of the threshold is thus of some importance, but the user may easily change it and rerun the inversion. The threshold plays much the same role as that of the absolute size of data errors in the Occam inversion. Since data errors may not be known (or if they have been estimated), they may still not represent the level to which a model should be fitted because of model inconsistencies. When using the Occam inversion, several tests are normally made with a varying error floor.
An often-heard argument against fitting the data to within small tolerances is that geological noise prevails and data errors cannot be trusted. As to the question of data errors, they are generally much smaller for radio MT (RMT) and controlledsource audiomagnetotellurics (CSAMT) high-frequency measurements than for crustal or deeper studies. Furthermore, data errors can be estimated much more reliably because only discrete transmitter frequencies are used. Theoretically, we can prove that 2-D H -polarization impedances can be fitted well by 1-D model responses (Weidelt and Kaikkonen, 1994) , whereas no such proof exists for E-polarization data. It is well known that controlled-source plane-wave transfer functions are smooth and that off-diagonal elements of impedance data acquired over 2-D and 3-D structures in many (if not most) cases can be amazingly well fit using 1-D models. On the other hand, nearly all plane-wave experimental data (if not all) show clear evidence of 2-D and 3-D effects in the behavior of the diagonal elements of the impedance tensor as well as tipper functions showing the existence of vertical magnetic field components. In spite of this, 1-D models fit to the off-diagonal impedance elements are still very informative because they show details representing either true variations in vertical resistivity or side effects from lateral changes that, so far, no 2-D nor even 3-D inversion scheme can detect. By selecting suitable rotationally invariant versions of the impedance, it may even be possible to substantially reduce the effects of lateral changes, as has been demonstrated by Szarka and Menvielle (1997) .
When comparing our approach with the Occam approach of Constable et al. (1987) , two main conclusions can be drawn. First, because the Occam algorithm works only with varying resistivities and fixed layer thicknesses, the inverse problem becomes much more linear and the convergence toward a solution becomes easier than with the present approach. Second, assuming that a few distinct layers give a good representation of the conductivity structure, the present approach provides a more realistic image of the subsurface than Occam inversion, which tends to distort, in particular, the thicknesses and resistivities of bad conductors. Other implementations of Occam's philosophy might well reduce some of these artifacts, as shown in Farquharson and Oldenburg (1998) .
Several reviewers have pointed out that the present approach is ad hoc. This is partly true, but we believe that the way we solve a layered-earth problem can be used for a variety of electric and EM problems in which there is a clear relation between offset and depth (DC geoelectrics) or between depth and frequency or time (frequency-domain EM and time-domain EM). It is quite possible that modern optimization methods for solving nonlinear problems like simulated annealing or genetic algorithms may provide a safer convergence than the present method, but our main conclusion would remain the same; that there is a dramatic improvement in resolution capability of an MT inverse problem with high-quality data when we assume that only a few distinct layers are present in the subsurface.
Finally, the present algorithm takes about 1 s to invert one data set on a Pentium 166-MHz computer. Thus, even with thousands of stations, as in environmental applications, computational time plays a minor role.
